Complete summary of all evaluations from Owner’s Meetings, arranged 2020

Evaluations in numbers
Since the spring we have arranged 1 to 3 Owner’s Meetings for the following turbine-specific user
groups:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Enercon E66-E92
GE 2.X
Nordex 2,3-2,5 MW
Senvion MM

✓ Siemens 2,3
✓ Vestas V112-136
✓ Vestas V90

I have followed up each implementation with the exact same survey. Below you find the first two
question in this survey and the average score we have so far:
1. How content are you with the Owner’s Meeting we just had?

Average score:

8.75
2. How likely are you to recommend these meetings to other peers
operating the same turbine model?

Average score:

9.06

Evaluations in words
I have asked those who have shared a quote in the evaluation if I can share this next to their name,
title, and company. The ones who have given green light for this are found below:

"Very interesting to see that other sites have similar issues. And also interesting to hear the other
bits and pieces of the problems"
-

Mark Hachey, Plant Manager at Caribou Wind Park, Engie

"Very knowledgeable attendees and real value in sharing our experiences in a forum like this,
great to also have the app facility where we can communicate between the regular forums"
-

Alexandre Montigny, Offshore Wind Operations Business Management at
Ørsted

"As the meeting developed, the discussions got better and better as members opened up and had
proper discussions about faults and issues they’ve experienced"
-

Wayne Rayson, Maintenance Coordinator at RWE Renewables
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"A really valuable meeting, with very knowledgeable attendees and has really helped us as a
business to shape some of our O&M strategies"
-

Tommy Crowden, Onshore Wind Asset Lead at RWE Renewables

"Amazing, just have people with the same concerns"
-

Fran García López, Wind Competence Center at Enel Green Power

"Not only Owner 2 Owner but Improvement 4 Professionals!"
-

Rémi Stein, Senior Machinery Expert at Engie

“Very useful and spot on With the topics. Owners of Enercon turbines need to share knowledge to
be able to create cost-effective Wind-turbines through all the lifetime”
-

Jan Olav Reistad, General Manager at TrønderEnergi

“Excellent dialogue across a wide range of various topics. Information flowed easily on the various
technical challenges been faced by operators.”
-

Feichin McCormack, Operations Engineer at Energia Generation

“It was interesting to see how much information is exchanged. Much learned in limited time”
– Kris Aper, General Manager at Fortech

“Contribution from experienced participants in a structured discussion helps in knowledge sharing
to create an optimised solution”
- Chinmay Chapalgaonkar, Wind Engineering Specialist at Meridian Energy Australia

“Very motivating having the opportunity to get in live discussion with owners around the world
and exchanging, thoughts, experience, issues, ideas and solutions. Quite encouraging to
understand that you are not alone in your issues with the OEMs and that over there someone
could help you to understand and find your solution. Particularly from this meeting I took a note
on the importance of the backup power for yawing during no grid conditions and will take that to
the OEM also for the new projects”
- Blagovest Nachev, Director Operations at DTEK Renewables
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“I think it is very good and useful”
- Roger Quesada, Head Of Operation & Maintenance at Enel

“Feels like you're not alone;)”
- Benoit Chambon, Operations & Maintenance Manager at Voltalia

“This is a good forum to get independent views from other owner/operators”
- David Maloney, Wind Farm Manager and Senior Authoried Person at Banks
Renewables

“Very interesting to see how experiences are shared, and solutions are sought together”
- Kris Aper, General Manager at Fortech

“It was for me a very valuable and interesting meeting with an open view on issues and how this
was/can be solved by all participants”
- David Petitfils, Asset Manager at Luminus

A live viewing of our collaboration?
We have the permission from our members to arrange live viewings of our platform if we fulfil these
three conditions: 1) it can only be given to energy companies owning wind turbines, 2) the
companies who are given a guided tour can not reveal any information to third party and 3) we can
not give access to non-members alone and it must be guided by O2O WIND staff.

Would you like to have a guided tour of the ongoing collaborations among our members? You will be
able to search on the topics that is of interest for your company to get a clear idea of how an O2O
WIND membership could improve your operations.

To book a live viewing – please click here.

